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DON’T DREAM IT.

B E I T!
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Sergio Bezzanti
created 5.30 because
he’s been going to bed early

FORGET ABOUT THE RUN

All leftover fruit was
donated to St. Joe’s
Soup Kitchen in the
West Village.
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THE EARLY MORNING ITALIAN SENSATION
THAT GETS BUSY PEOPLE MORE ACTIVE
AT THE FIRST EVER NEW YORK CITY EVENT

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 6, 2019
PIER 25, HUDSON RIVER PARK

RUN530NYC.COM

The first event saw
over 550 participants
take to the streets
of the Italian city
of Modena in 2009.
After years, 5.30 has
become one of the
main events in other
cities across Italy
reaching a total of
40,000 participants
- 8,000 of whom are
students.
In 2015 Sergio and
Sabrina brought the
5.30 event format to
the UK.

IS MORE
THAN THAT
T

he first 5.30 event in New York City was thrilling.
The Italian historical city centers are unique, but
watching the 5.30 yellow t-shirts gathering from 4am
on the Hudson River with the New Jersey skyline in the
background was simply astonishing.
Run 5.30 is not a race... in typical Run 5.30 style there are no
inflatable arches, no advertising banners, no timing, nor music. It’s
the early morning experience that’s important, in a city bombarded
by million of brands messages and sounds competing for everyone’s
attention.
Start the day feeling better with ourselves is of vital importance in
a life that goes everyday faster and faster, especially in big cities like
New York. We hope we helped you think about this through our
event.
The first 5.30 brick has been placed in New York City. We received
the compliments of George Hirsch, Chairman of New York Road
Runners and founder of the New York Marathon, to have brought
this project made in Italy in the Big Apple. It’s not been easy and
without challenges but we’re extremely determined and excited to
see it develop further in the coming weeks.
From me and all of 5.30 Team... Grazie!

Fiorenzo Borghi
fiorenzoborghi.com

THIS GUY IS OUR
PHOTOGRAPHER
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WE ARE
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NEW YORK
Forget about the run,
5.30 is more than that!
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One of the questions we have been asked is
“Can you tell me a secret about waking up early
in the morning?”
And here, is Sergio’s response: “There’re two
main secrets, one tangible and one intangible.
Tangible: when the alarm will ring just wake up,
sit by the bed side and meditate for 30 seconds
before standing up, feel your body and your
mind waking up. Intangible: I always love to
think about I’m the first who will see the light
of the day come up and the sun rising. Start a
new day doing something for myself, quiet and
silent. The early morning is the only moment in
a day where we are completely ourselves before
wearing our mask the world wants us to wear.”
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5.30
BOARD MEMBER
ALESSANDRO
CURTI
5.30
BOAR DMEMBER
FILIPPO
CIAMPINI

NEW YORK
ROAD R UNNERS
CHAIRMAN
GEORGE HIRSCH

GENERAL
ITALIAN
CONSUL
FRANCESCO
GENUARDI

CONSUL
JACOPO
MARTINO

5.30 PRESENTATION
AT THE ITALIAN CONSULATE
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5.30 book “The history”
During the t-shirt collection at the Eataly NYC
Downtown store, we were happy to hear some
of you read the information regarding our 5.30
project online. We were happy to discuss more in
detail some elements of the project face-to-face
too. We recall an Asian-American participant
wanted to buy the Run 5.30 book even if she
doesn’t really understand a word of Italian.
The morning of the event, she told us she only
words she understood were ‘tiramisu’ and ‘gelato’
:)

COLLECTING
T-SHIRT DAYS
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NEW YORK
5AM
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Women are great!
55% of all participants are female - the same
trend for the Italian events; in the UK the
female-male ratio is even wider.
Less exasperation and more movement, even
better if the movement is part of a personal
wellness and wellbeing process.
This is the 5.30 spirit.
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Welcome to everybody
The New York Italian General Consul Francesco
Genuardi welcomed everybody at the beginning
with a brief speech, confirming the pledge to
promote Italy as a superpower in wellness and
wellbeing. Our aim remains the same since the
very first event in Modena in 2009: to promote
and raise awareness on the benefits of regular
physical activity (better if early in the morning)
and the importance of following a balanced diet.
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Fresh fruit breakfast!
While enjoying the fresh fruits breakfast, we received many
compliments for organizing a non-competitive event. It feels
like a welcome novelty in a city with plenty of organized
competitive races. Run 5.30 shows we can come together
without the need to race by any means, but by simply sharing a
moment with like-minded people while the city is still asleep.

FRESH FRUIT
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5.30
FRIENDS
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VERONA

MILAN
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HAVE MADE IT POSSIBLE 5.30 NYC:
Eataly – The Italian food department store
On – The Swiss brand of shoes and apparel
Hombre Farm – The Modena-based organic Parmesan Cheese producers
SIFA – The Italian corporate car service
Vespa – The Italian lifestyle motorcycle brand

THANK THE FOLLOWING INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS:
Hudson River Park Trust
Downtown Alliance
The Wall Street Journal
Consulate General of Italy in New York
American Liver Foundation
Sally Fischer Public Relations
A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE:
General Consul Francesco Genuardi, Jacopo Martino, George Hirsch,
Jason Van Trentlyon, Ann Banks, Peter Petre, Jon Buckley, Alix Milne,
Precious, Alike, Stefania Borghi, Marco Borghi, Fiorenzo Borghi,
Tonino Manca, Giuliana Manca, Veronica Perez, Beatrice Bernasconi,
Natalie Viragh
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• start and arrival points perfectly cleaned few minutes after the event;
• no music and no environmental noise (no power generator);
• attention to the materials utilised, recycling advertisement equipment (the pvc
used for banners is converted into shopping bags by students in Modena);
• seasonal fresh fruits for the post-event breakfast;
• biodegradable cups;

SOME HISTORY

Sergio Bezzanti
5.30’s father

Sabrina Severi
5.30’s mother, biologist
with expertise in nutrition
and wellness

PALERMO

The unconventional format was conceived by the founders Sergio Bezzanti, a
graphic designer & avid runner, and Sabrina Severi, a biologist with expertise
in nutrition and wellness. They were passionate about finding an interesting
way to promote a healthy, positive lifestyle centred on daily physical activity
and eating well.
The first event saw over 550 participants taking to the streets of the Italian
city of Modena in 2009. After 10 years, Run 5.30 has become one of the main
events in many cities across Italy reaching a total of 35,000 participants 6,000 of whom are students.
In 2015 Sergio and Sabrina brought the 5.30 event format to the UK, in
Nottingham. On Friday 3rd July over 500 curious and enthusiast participants
gathered in Old Market Square just before 5.30 in the morning. The event was
so successful that was repeated in other cities in 2016.
From 2015, Sergio and Sabrina took Run 5.30 to Nottingham than Brighton.

MODENA
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WE CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU ALL AGAIN VERY SOON!

RUN530NYC.COM

